
Culture Mapping 
Do you have a culture that is just? Or is it «just» culture?



The business of business is people. Yesterday, today and forever.

And as among employees, shareholder and customers we decided that our internal customers, our employees come 

first.

The synergy in our opinion is simple. Honour, care for, protect and reward your employees regardless of title 

or position. And in turn they will treat each other and their external customers in a warm, in a caring and in a hospitable 

way.

This causes external customers to return thus bringing joy to shareholders.

We believe that our job is not only to provide a far more reliable service at far lower fares, but also to provide a spiritual 

infusion, an infusion of fun, warmth, hospitality and diligent servanthood for both employees and our passengers. 



[... The intangibles of spirit in our view are more important than the tangibles of things. Why, first of all it`s

a matter of morality and ethics. But secondly from the purely business standpoint the tangibles can always be purchased. 

All airlines have airplanes, but the intangibles are far more difficult for competitors to replicate. Unless a company`s

paying peonage compensation, psychic satisfaction is what employees and even external customers are 

primarily seeking.

If anyone doubts the value of Esprit de Corps I suggest to talk with the United States Marine Core Corps. 

Esprit gets things done well and fast.  

Communicate, communicate and communicate. But not in corporate speak or 

bureaucratese, which is not only boring, but hardly understandable...]



[... Set up employee services which is constantly in contact with employees who have any professional or personal problems. 

Show that you value your employees as individuals, not just as workers. 

Through word and by deed, join their every personal exultation such as a birth of a baby and their every 

personal mishap and grief such as the death of a relative. You always hear from us when anything important happens in your 

life.

As a business becomes larger and more widespread geographically, establish culture committees. Establish culture 

committees in effect as missionaries to spread the word and keep the fire of culture burning. And constantly 

honour and constantly celebrate employees who display a Golden rule behaviour inside or outside the 

work environment, because they’re the role models for all your people and how you want them to behave...]



WhyWhyWhyWhy????
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«Culture is like the wind. It is invisible, yet its 
effect can be seen and felt. When it is blowing 
in your direction, it makes for smooth sailing. 
When it is blowing against you, everything is 

more difficult.«

(Walker and Soul, 2017)
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Discuss & Compare

• What do you like most about the current culture?

• What behaviors and mindsets might you evolve?

• How effective are your organization’s leaders at role 

modeling the culture?

• What are the characteristics of people who are most 

successful in your culture?



Why using this framework?

• Understand your organization’s culture

• Evaluate the level of consistency 

• Identify subcultures

• Pinpoint differences between legacy cultures 

• Measure alignment between individual leadership styles and 

organizational culture

• Design an aspirational culture and communicate the changes 

necessary  to achieve it



FOUR LEVERS FOR EVOLVING A CULTURE
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It just takes what?

• To enact Just Culture, trust needs to be built.

• Requires cooperation and understanding of each other’s views

• Just Culture serves safety. It is not a means of social control or a 

disciplinary mechanism



 Just Culture will be tested & misinterpreted. 

 Just Culture is perishable. 
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